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Key findings 
Sadler’s Wells’ Creative Learning Department, Connect, worked with over 200 people from February to the end of May
2011 to create a new dance work, performed as part of the Sadler’s Wells’ main programme. It brought together 6
choreographers from Sadler’s Wells Associate Artists: Hofesh Shechter Company, Jasmin Vardimon Company, Kate
Prince’s Zoo Nation, Matthew Bourne’s New Adventures, Russell Maliphant Company and Wayne McGregor/Random
Dance. Participants were both drawn locally, from Islington and other areas of London to create a diverse company,
consisting of young people, from primary school age through to students and elders. Some had dance experience;
others had none.

Sum of Parts explored being a Londoner. Each choreographer was given a group of participants to create a ‘part’ of the
work and the whole was brought together only two days before the performance. The company performed a full-length
work on the main Sadler’s stage exploring issues of identity and belonging, to music created by Nitin Sawhney, projected
animation by Betsy Dadd and writing by Yemisi Blake,

The management of the project was a logistical ‘tour de force’ bringing together the schedules of artists in high demand
with the complex differing needs of the diverse cast to maintain creative drive, towards the end interfacing with main-
stage technical processes and production of a film record of the whole work1. Throughout all were encouraged to record
and reflect on their development in a way that is rarely achieved for a production of this scale.

To get a sense of the project, the evaluation team observed rehearsals, recorded hours of film and audio directly from
participants, undertook surveys at different stages, undertook focus groups, recorded over one and a half hours of ‘Vox
Pops’, undertook extensive interviews with the creative team, senior staff and at board level, reviewed blogs both
internally and externally and press reviews, as well as being in the audience on the night. 

• The evidence from the participants clearly showed that they all had all benefited to a high degree from the project when
measured against the Five Ways to Wellbeing2 framework created by the New Economics Foundation.

• Through the project, high levels of trust were created between artists, participants, Sadler’s Wells, as an organisation,
and the Creative Learning Team, which in turn provided a secure environment, which encouraged creativity and risk
taking.

• The structure of the rehearsal process, incorporating all elements of the production over a considerable period of time
was proved to have worked exceptionally well to deliver the quality of performance and participant experience.

• The creative benefits of an intergenerational company and diversity of participant abilities were seen by all stakeholders
and reviewers as being a key factor in the success of the production. 

• The Creative Learning Team were fully conscious of all elements of the process throughout the project reflecting on
‘what works’, maintaining a flexibility of approach that created the space for the positive outcomes to occur.

• The press and blog reviews were all positive, making much of the artistic quality of the performance as well as the
creativity of the choreography and the ability of the diverse company to create a meaningful piece of work.

• The production was almost sold out with 91% of seats having been taken up on the night: a considerable achievement.
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1 Documentary film commissioned by Sadler’s Wells from filmmaker, Lyndsey Winship
2 http://www.neweconomics.org/projects/five-ways-well-being
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Glossary:
Connect Team: Sadler’s Wells Creative Learning Team
• Co-Directors of Creative Learning: Jane Hackett and Fiona Ross

• Connect Creative Learning Manager: Rachel Evans (Maternity Leave)

• Creative Learning Projects Managers: Sarah Baker and Kirsten Burrows 

• Access Officer: Sarah Howard 

• Connect & London Youth Dance Coordinator: Hannah Dye 

• Connect Coordinator: Molly Sanders

Sum of Parts Creative Team
• Music: Nitin Sawhney

• Animation: Betsy Dadd

• Writer: Yemisi Blake

• Lighting Designer: Adam Carrée

• Costume Design: Annalise Harvey

• Costume Assistant: Holly Owst

• Creative Producer: Jane Hackett

Choreographers / Associate Artists

• Rachel Lancaster, New Adventures

• Mafalda Deville, Jasmin Vardimon Company

• Hannah Shepherd, Hofesh Shechter Company

• Phil Hulford, Hofesh Shechter Company

• Carrie-Anne Ingrouille, ZooNation Dance Company

• Daniel Proietto, Russell Maliphant Company

• Jasmine Wilson, Wayne McGregor | Random Dance

• Antoine Vereecken, Wayne McGregor | Random Dance 
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Introduction: The Evaluation Brief
Last week I attended an inspiring evening at Sadler’s Wells Theatre to watch a performance by a range of dancers
from school, youth and community groups across London. They and we in the audience were celebrating a
project called ‘Sum of Parts’. This compelling new work showcases the extraordinary talent of performers from
primary school age to the Sadler’s Wells ‘Company of Elders’, including dancers with a range of disabilities. This
diverse group worked with choreographers and music by Nitin Sawhney to reflect a range of themes on modern
London living. The audience was completely swept away by the power, beauty, challenge and aspiration of this
work. It was absolutely brilliant - a true reflection of Article 31 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the
Child, where children have a right to take part in culture, arts, play and leisure, as part of their childhood and as
young citizens.”
- Children’s Commissioner for England3

“I wanted to set non-professionals aside professionals. Deliberately giving it equal resources to a mainstream
production. The ambition was to make sure it was of the same quality and enjoyment level as a mainstream
production” 
– Alistair Spalding, Artistic Director, Sadler’s Wells

Part 1
The evaluation sought to measure the difference that Sum of Parts made to:

• Participants: focusing primarily on the participants (the dancers) and the artists working with them to create the work,
where possible evidence of secondary impact on participant families/colleagues will be ascertained;

• Sadler’s Wells staff;

• The perception of Sadler’s Wells to audience members and the participants;

• The companies that the choreographers are drawn from. 

Part 2 
The evaluation also looked to articulate and find evidence of the legacy that the project and performance leaves for all
stakeholders, seeking to find examples of “innovative practice” to guide future projects. This would include Sadler’s Wells
Staff, audience members and the Associate companies.

This included:

• Rehearsal Process and Project management

• Creative Components, Music, Writing, Animation

• External Recognition

• Marketing and Audience Development

• The Impact of the project for Sadler’s Wells
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Methodology
For the first Part ICCE chose, and agreed with the Creative Learning Team, to use the New Economics Foundation’s
Five Indicators of Wellbeing4 as one of the frameworks for the evaluation, wanting to see if Sum of parts increased the
mental and physical wellbeing of participants. 

5 Ways to Wellbeing

Connect: With people around: building connections supports and enriches people’s lives

Be Active: Exercising lowers anxiety and reduces depression

Take Notice: Be curious and remarking on the unusual followed by reflection helps people to
appreciate what matters to them

Keep Learning: Being set a challenge, learning something new encourages confidence in people
as well as being fun

Give: Neuroscience shows that social cooperation is intrinsically rewarding and
increases a sense of purpose in community

For the Second Part, the evaluators used a standard range of tools. To get a sense of the project the evaluation team
observed rehearsals, recorded hours of film and audio directly from participants, undertook surveys at different stages,
undertook focus groups, recorded over one and a half hours of Vox Pops, undertook extensive interviews with the
creative team, senior staff and at board level, reviewed blogs both internal and external and the press, as well as being in
the audience on the night. 
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4 New Economic Foundation’s ‘Five Indicators of Wellbeing’, Published 2008
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Outcomes: Part 1
Participant Outcomes

Summary of findings
ICCE has collated significant evidence that Sum of parts increased the wellbeing of all direct participants and appears to
have had a positive impact on the wellbeing of those supporting and delivering the project.

“For me it was an experience out of the ordinary, the mundane. It was an opportunity to mix with people who had a
common aim and it was great to feel that ‘camaraderie’. Having said that, there was also an intense reality about it
all - a representation of life, relationships, the place of London with all its colours and nuances rolled into one.” 

- Sum of Parts Participant

The findings show that:
ICCE believes that Sadler’s Wells’ Sum of Parts has been a success. It has created opportunities for participants to
develop their confidence, encourage them to want to experience more and different experiences and has increased their
communication skills. 

• 91% of participants feel that they are open to try new things as a consequence of participating in Sum of parts;

• 91% of the participants feel more confident as a result of their participation in the project;

• 90% of the participants feel that they have developed more skills, these skills were not simply dance or technical skills
but included: listening skills, physical confidence, confidence and social skills.

• The project has also created a strong sense of community cohesion and extended participants’ social networks. 

• 58% will stay in touch with 1 or more (up to 10) of the new friends that they made on the project;

• 67% of participants worked with people of a different age;

• 46% worked with people from a different area or neighbourhood;

• 51% with people from a different school;

• 42% with people from a different youth group or club.

Participants ranged from 9 - 90, represented a range of backgrounds - socially, ethnically, geographically and a range of
abilities and experiences. 

Innovative Practice5

One of the key elements of the programme was Trust. The organisation trusted the project would:

• Create a professional body of work performed by dancers who were not professional dancers;

• Deliver a substantial audience;

• Be worth dedicating the auditorium and technical staff for 3 days;

• Curate not just the individually choreographed works, but to create a coherent whole event;

• Manage 8 individual artists and to encourage a new form of collaboration;

• Bring together diverse individuals and groups in London to create a company.

• The trust was well deserved and repaid:

6
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“We’re keen to develop projects with Sadler’s Wells. This project is different as it is part of a larger structure, and
also because we’re working with Betsy and Yemisi [the artist and writer]. It is cross art-form and this is new for the
kids. They’re working with each other well, building confidence and self-esteem.” 

- Jasmine Wilson, Random Dance

“The experience of working with all the dancers has been inspiring. It’s very rare to be met by such openness and a
curiosity to explore on such a wide scale. The diversity of experience and personalities coupled with their hunger to
keep investing in the project has made it an exciting process for all of us.” 
- Rachel Lancaster, New Adventures

“The decision to place the project in the mainstream programme has paid off and I think that is something we need
to be looking forward to in the future. We’re clear that this is not professional but it clearly caught the imagination of
the audience, and that is absolutely something we need to continue. It is a real lesson to be able to prove that this
has been possible - to fill 1500 seats.” 
- Alistair Spalding, Artistic Director, Sadler’s Wells

“I knew the performance would be good, but it surpassed my expectations. The experience was such a high and
there was a real buzz in the foyer afterwards. 99% of the Board were there as well as the Associate Artists - you
got a real sense of pride in the production...Sum of Parts has raised the profile of Sadler’s Wells’ education work -
it was well produced and had a real integrity to it.” 
- Sandi Ulrich, Board Member, Sadler’s Wells

This positive experience ensures that all key stakeholders will place similar levels of conviction in the future work of the
Creative Learning Team.

The project had a strong impact on participants and their desire to continue with artistic projects was effectively
articulated:

”I don’t often get the opportunity to be creative as an older person, but this project opened up realms of
possibilities, not just for aspiring dancers, but for non-professionals discovering new skills and talents. For
example, I discovered I was good at writing and have since joined a creative writing group.” 
- Sum of Parts Participant

The desire to continue to Take Notice6 and Be Active was strong and the observation of ICCE is that the capacity and
desire increased over the project. After the performance participants expressed that they missed their involvement in the
project as the experience had been so intense and of such quality. This is to be expected and is understandable after a
demanding and fulfilling project. It appears that there is a potential to capitalise on this and for future projects it might be
worth considering signposting participants to other community events that will build on the skills and experiences that
they have developed in the project - meaning that if they wish they could continue the momentum they have built. Many
participants had sought out other projects, such as joining a choir based at the Barbican, or creating a street festival for
their local community. These examples can serve as role models for future participants. 
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‘Five Ways to Wellbeing’ Framework

CONNECT7

NEF8 recommends people connect fully with people in their communities and see these people as the cornerstones of
their lives, building these connections to support and enrich lives. 

Participants on Sum of parts were clear that the project had:

• Created new social / support networks and friendships9;

• Provided opportunities to meet new people and make new friends who had enriched their lives;

• Increased their social contact;

• Given participants new professional networks and contacts;

• Given participants contact with professional dancers and choreographers outside of their normal networks;

• Ensured participants met and became friends with people from different backgrounds and different age groups;

• Increased participants connection with London: with local people and places;

“The way we’ve worked together, gelled together, the choreographer…it’s been really interesting…we’ve become
a real family very quickly.” 
- Participant

There is clear evidence that participants benefited from the social contact provided by the project: that new connections
were formed with the majority stating they would keep in touch with 1 to 5 new friends. 

A new level of understanding of people from different backgrounds and ages emerged:

“I was talking to a young man by the side of the stage when we were waiting to go on and said ‘ you have to put up with
us all (older participants) making mistakes and forgetting our moves’ and he turned round and said to me, really gently,
and said ‘It’s something so special – it’s beautiful (the experience) we can’t wait to get to that age – that stage of life.’
Being a young person I expected him to look down on me in some way – but for him to react like that…was really special.” 
- Participant

“I have worked with people of different backgrounds and ages before, but never on anything like this! It’s
particularly complex, and on a big scale, and very physical, which emphasises our diversity I think.” 
- Participant

The participants training to become professional dancers or choreographers recognised that the project has given them
the opportunity to increase their network of professional contacts - not only through the invaluable contact with
choreographers, their companies and with Sadler’s Wells, but through contact with peers from other dance schools and
groups. They also benefited from experiencing a professional production and learning how the technical aspects of a
performance work at that standard. 

“It has been great getting to know the others from the other vocational schools as we have little contact with them
usually. Seeing how they move and learning more about their training.” 
- Participant

Sum of Parts provided an opportunity ICCE believes to be unique, to create one work and collaborate with such a diverse
range of participants. The participants and the professionals held this up as a unique and valuable opportunity to be
involved in. Some participants, particularly those working with members of an already long established company,
expressed a desire for more opportunities to meet and socialise with greater numbers of participants - rather than just
their own groups.
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9 Months after the performance, participants in the project had created online social networks (through Facebook and other social media) and

continued to meet either socially or in other community arts projects.



Impact:
The evaluation has evidence that the project has provided participants with:

• Greater confidence and an increase in their aspirations;

• An incentive to get involved with more projects involving dance, the arts, other community projects;

• Social contact that has a positive impact on their mental wellbeing. Social networks / support networks are alive
beyond the life of the project, creating a legacy of social enrichment;

• A chance to reflect on identity and community, change perspectives, world-view, attitudes leading to a greater sense of
personal wellbeing;

• Greater links with the professional dance world and the dance professionals of the future - professional networks will
increase self-confidence and career / creative opportunities for dancers embarking on a career in dance.

BE ACTIVE
The project’s focus – to create a new dance work – meant that participants were required to be active, to be challenged
physically, to raise their own and others expectations of what they were able to achieve, to experiment with new ways of
creating and performing dance, to learn new dance styles as well as extend their own boundaries of what was physically
and mentally possible. 

The evaluation shows that these were most obvious during the rehearsal period, but continued to extend for many
participants through the performance and after. The surprises continued, with the adrenalin of the performance and the
desire created through CONNECT to support one another, many participants realised they were capable of even more
than they had realised:

“Being on stage enhances you sometimes. You can try a move in rehearsals and can’t do it but when you’re on
stage you can.” 
- Participant

Through working with professionals who are able to mentor and encourage participants, and in being in a critically
supportive environment, participants have been helped to overcome physical obstacles and lack of confidence to exceed
expectations of their abilities. The choreographers were able to challenge participants without raising the bar so high that
they were set up to fail. Expectations and choreography were tailored according to participant ability without
compromising artistic integrity and still extending participants, providing the framework for participants to challenge
themselves.

Impact:
• The evaluation demonstrates that the project has:

• Increased physical and mental wellbeing;

• Increased confidence and aspirations;

• Given participants new skills and knowledge relating to dance;

• Demonstrated that they are open to trying new activities - physically or otherwise – and the increased wellbeing from
doing so;

• Given participants greater confidence and self-esteem.
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TAKE NOTICE
Being curious, seeing and engaging with the remarkable and unusual, reflecting on experiences and recognising what
your values are through those processes are key to wellbeing. Sum of parts provided all stakeholders (professional,
performers, Sadler’s Wells staff and audience members) with an opportunity to be part of a completely new and
distinctive experience. The creative focus – London and being part of that distinct but disparate community – gave
participants an opportunity to reflect on their own identity and potential contribution to communities. 

Working closely with their own groups and then being introduced to the other sections of the Sum ensured that all
participants gained a heightened awareness of others and their needs, this is likely to be carried forward in to their lives
beyond the project. 

The level of belief and investment from Sadler’s Wells has translated in to participants raising their personal aspirations
and becoming more articulate about their own and others’ self-worth. 

“It’s made me so much more aware of all the different work that Sadler’s Wells does – all the other courses and
opportunities that are open to people like me. Retirement, for the first time ever, is looking quite attractive!” 
- Participant

The project, of course, also introduced participants to dance, to a range of dance styles and gave them an understanding
of the requirements of the profession. 

“I think it has given us an idea of what it is like working in dance in the real world.” 
- Participant

Impact:
The evaluation demonstrates that Sum of Parts has ensured that participants:

• Have become more open to new experiences: the encouragement they received has increased confidence to get
involved in more - whether it is more community dance projects, or other activities;

• Have strengthened their interpersonal skills development in listening, empathy and communication;

• The project’s structure has developing process-based trust, both for participants and for stakeholders10.
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KEEP LEARNING
Learning, through experiencing something new, increasing responsibilities or achieving a new challenge increases
people’s confidence as well as being fun - which is key to wellbeing. In addition to gaining new technical dance skills,
participants gained insight in to their own creative competences. There is evidence that participants lost their fear of
experimenting and trying new things, they engaged more fully and confidently with learning. As the groups came
together, knowledge exchange began to occur. All of this has contributed to the increase in confidence and raised
aspirations of participants. 

“We actually got to learn stuff from other dance groups. For example, ZooYouth were probably the most similar in
age to us, and they taught me some hip-hop moves, and I taught them some contemporary. You could see
different groups admiring each other’s styles.” 
- Participant 

The project required participants to work kinesthetically, musically, linguistically and spatial-visually11 thus helping them to
uncover new skills and areas for development and discovery:

“The process helped us consider what else makes up our identity other than dance.” 
- Participant

“We learned lots of new amazing skills.” 
- Participant

The structure of Sum of Parts – working together in small ‘parts’ then coming together as the ‘Sum of Parts’, would have,
in itself yielded an interesting learning experience for participants. They would have had to apply what they had learnt in
their ‘part’ to the overall production, requiring cognitive and creative thinking as well as physical elements.

The way choreographers developed participant’s movement vocabulary and encouraged them to contribute to the final
work had a strong impact on the happiness of participants. 

“Daniel set a few students tasks of creating new material using a similar style of contrasting movement. He asked
me to complete this and observed then helped me develop my own movement, which he later used. I really
enjoyed thinking of my own movements and for Daniel to ask me, then approve of my work meant a lot and I was
so happy.” 
- Participant

91% of surveyed participants felt they were more open to trying new things as a consequence of the project. This was
further evidenced through the focus groups where participants cited examples of how they had decided to pursue new
courses of study or creative pastimes, as a consequence of the project.

Impact:
Strong evidence that the project and the approach to the participants has been gathered, and it is clear that the wellbeing
and happiness of participants has been increased through the positive approach to learning employed. The project has:

• Enriched lives of participants through opening them up to new experiences;
• Ensured participants have ways of learning outside of schools and community and dance groups;
• Valued the importance of learning to learn from peers;
• Provided participants with a learning programme that has been tailored to a number of learning styles/intelligences;
• Given participants new skills leading to raised confidence and new experiences;
• Provided opportunities to feed into the creative process and be valued for their contribution.
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GIVE
Sense of achievement and pride

“You’re part of something special, and that’s an amazing feeling” 
- Participant

NEF had evidenced that giving time, seeing yourself and your happiness as being linked to a wider community is
rewarding and creates stronger personal connections, which contributed to wellbeing. Through giving so much to the
participants, a strong role model of generosity was shown.

“I feel so honoured to have been given this opportunity. I shall never, ever forget it” 
- Participant

Sum of Parts encouraged people to feel personally responsible and to see, too, that they had other people who would
support them. They acknowledged that they were members of something bigger than their individual desires and talents: 

“Personally, I thought I could have performed better on the night. But I didn’t give myself too much of a hard time
about it, as it wasn’t just about me – it really was a ‘Sum of Parts’...it’s no longer about what I personally did or
didn’t do, but about having taken part in the whole experience.” 
- Participant

A strong sense of gratitude and generosity was inspired:

“Please continue to run opportunities like this so that people from all walks of life and without professional dance
training can be part of something so lovely.” 
- Participant

“It would be great if everyone at least once in their lives were exposed to an experience like that…it has proved to
be …rewarding.” 
- Participant

“Thanks - it was brilliant!” 
- Participant

The validation of participants’ worth through the investment in them by Sadler’s Wells has clearly given participants a
paradigm for “Give”. The value that was placed on them, as well as the close connections that were made, between them
and between them and the institution, quickly impacted on participants and has provided participants and stakeholders
with a change perspective on what can be achieved which has a positive effect on self-esteem and confidence.
Participants have become more open to new experiences and wanting to continue to achieve.

Levels of pride and a sense of achievement were greatest around the end of the rehearsal process, and after the
performance. A positive reception from the audience and from the media cemented the fact that something of a high
artistic quality and of unique scale and ambition had been achieved. Post-performance this sense of achievement
created euphoria amongst participants backstage.

On a more personal scale, it was evident that participants benefited through working closely with professional
choreographers who gave the right level of encouragement, support and individual feedback for participants to feel as
though they were meeting the standards required for the performance.

Impact:
Change perspective on what can be achieved and having a positive effect on self-esteem and confidence;

• Becoming more open to new experiences and wanting to continue to achieve;
• The feeling of being valued and respected came from the experience of:
• Being given a stage - literally and metaphorically;
• Being completely listened to - and having creative input within the process;
• Being part of a team where personal identity was seen as a ‘part’ of a greater process;
• Having a voice and being listened to by choreographers and peers: the opportunity to give and receive feedback was

important for many participants who felt ownership over the process as a consequence.
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Outcomes: Part 2
Rehearsal Process and Project Management 

“I didn’t know what to expect on our first day of rehearsal... All I know is that it was absolutely brilliant and has
excited us all to work even harder to our fullest potential in order to create a beautiful piece of dance. It surprised
me of how much we as a group achieved in one day…This is only the start of a great experience and I will continue
to enjoy and be inspired...” 
- Participant

Sum of Parts was conceived with a strong artistic vision and a clear social intention. The creative process was authored
by 9 artists and 6 different groups of dancers. Such an ambitious vision, working with such a diverse set of artists and
performers, required clear coordination and project management skills, while allowing the emergent nature of the creative
process. Jane Hackett demonstrated robust artistic and administrative direction. A real strength was the belief that the
individual strands and authors of the whole work would meld in to a coherent piece of dance. This confidence allowed for
the risks to be positive creative opportunities. Sum of Parts was a feat of extraordinary trust and project management
skills to enable an unusual creative process.

The blog entries by, and interviews from, participants show that each session engaged participants, introduced them to
new technical skills, encouraged them to experiment with new movement styles and required them to reflect on
themselves as Londoners or on experiences they had to create movement phrases. Each choreographer was able to
ensure the participants were extended creatively and this contributed to them feeling valued and ensured that authentic
movements that reflected London were created. 

“It has been fascinating to see how many ideas have been developed and pieced together, and the result is a high
impact and multi-layered work. Although it has been a both mentally and physically challenging week, there is a real
sense of group achievement and Mafalda’s no-nonsense rehearsal ethic has been great experience for company life...” 
- Participant

The approach employed for Sum of Parts was unprecedented - managing the strands of participants / artists, wardrobe,
documentation and animator is a huge task on its own, but it was not the only project that the Creative Learning Team
worked on during the rehearsal period. This is an indication of how strong their project management skills are. The
experience and talent of the team is vital in providing the confidence and know-how needed to make the project happen.
Jane has put on vast productions at major venues and her experience is key. Her assurance that all elements of the
production would come together successfully boosted not only the team but also participants.

Jane was able to hold the complete artistic vision of the work as well as manage the different group dynamics and requests. 

“The process of working with community members, participants, professional choreographers, musician and an
animator is unique. It doesn’t have a set formula attached - it has to be adaptive and open to change.” 
- Jane Hackett

Some of the participants identified that a selection of ingredients had been brought together to make a new recipe:

“The piece was rehearsed from the start, adding in the various pieces along the way so that we could see how it all
fit together. There was a part where we went through from start to finish where it seemed we had a collective
realisation that we actually now have our whole routine. Smiles, shouts of joy and a healthy applause from us all
followed this. We have the cake!” 
- Participant

Creative Components: Music, Writing and Animation
“Yemisi, Betsy and the music are the three threads that pull all the parts together.”
- Associate choreographer

Music
The response to the music and the composer [Nitin Sawhney]12 was overwhelmingly positive. It was a key component in
providing a framework that united the different choreographic styles into the coherence of the final performance.
However the individual ‘tracks’ of music were diverse enough to enable a range of creative responses in the
choreography. The decision to ask him to be part of the production was clearly appropriate.
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Many commented on how the music helped rehearsal and that it worked well with the creative themes of the production.

‘The introduction of music to the initial experimental sequences created by participants… Really made a difference
to the way in which they engaged with their movements. Helped people get into the flow.’
- Participant, introductory session observation.

For those who knew his music having it as a component of the production was for them another mark of respect that they
would be given the opportunity to work with it.

‘After a warm up we were told about the concept of our piece and the music we were using. Nitin Sawhney - I love
his music! Amazing that we were dancing to it’. 
- Participant 

The other key factor was being able to meet and learn from the composer on the technical day. He also came to the
performance, having cleared his diary to do so:

‘Finding out about Nitin Sawhney and his music was one of the highpoints of the project - learning about his work
and hearing him talk…’
- Participant

‘Getting to meet Nitin Sawhney, having the privilege to dance to his music - then him being back stage.’ 
- Participant comment during Focus Group [response to ‘what was a highlight for you?’]

Writing 
“Our role is to produce material to be passed to the choreographers. Both deal with narrative and story which is
where many choreographers start from. Engaging the participants in this way means they are involved from the
off-set in creating the content.” 
- Yemisi Blake, Writer

The writer and photographer, Yemisi Blake, has considerable experience as a collaborator on cross-disciplinary projects.
In this context he provided through exercises with the company a creative focus on the key themes of the work, a sense
of place and of London.

“Yemisi asked us to think of London and we did a quick round of writing for two minutes about ‘The sound, smell
and taste of London’ and ‘what London dreams of’. We then shared two lines from each which turned into a lovely
London poem.” 
- Participant, Introductory Session

The writing and drawing was developed and integrated into movement through the initial workshops.
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“It was cool to see so many different abilities and styles that people were involved in……….the icebreaking
session definitely got us talking and in groups we were asked to brainstorm around the words London and
heartbeat. Moving onto more specific ideas we were asked to interpret the more difficult concepts and try and
draw or describe them in picture form.” 
- Participant, Introductory Session

The writing in conjunction with the drawing clearly enabled the companies to find a way into a creative expression of the
themes and then go through a sophisticated process of transliteration into movement, which became the building blocks
for the choreographers to explore. It provided a bonding experience for the groups but also an opportunity for individuals
to contribute their creative input.

Given the nature of the final piece with companies coming together on the day of the performance this early thematic
groundwork contributed strongly to the final coherence of the final piece. Each choreographer created a different form
and aesthetic but this was grounded in the shared narrative. 

“This project is different as it is part of a larger structure, and also because we’re working with Betsy and Yemisi. It is
cross art-form and this is new for the kids. They’re working with each other, building confidence and self-esteem.” 
- Jasmine Wilson, Random Dance

Animation 
“So glad I did those first bits (the introductory session), because I feel I know everyone. I think some of the ideas
came out from their drawings definitely, and then maybe more in a more abstract form things came up in the
dance…working on themes from those workshops. Because the participants all did the workshops from the very
beginning they definitely had an impact from the very beginning.” 
- Betsy Dadd, artist

Betsy Dadd had been exploring ways in which animation can be used on stage and in relation to performance before this
project with Sadler’s Wells and others. She had recently collaborated in preparation for Sum of Parts within a
multidisciplinary work, Poetics of Space with the Creative Learning Team. The animation process was two-way as some
of the ideas from the workshops and rehearsals were developed into the final work, and the aesthetic of the performance
was to a large extent framed by the projection on stage. It provided a visual link between the different sequences from
each company ensuring an overall continuity.

“It was like a live art piece and looked lovely. Photographs, videos and mental notes were taken; the whole process
was documented. The stills developed into movements followed by a showcase…. More drawing. We sketched
each other’s silhouettes from the three poses we had come up with. There was then a mini viewing of these, in the
Sum of Parts impromptu art gallery on the floor.” 
- Participant, Introductory Session

A further element contributing to the overall quality of the performance evening was the use of a large scale Betsy Dadd
print installed in the theatre foyer. This created a sense of expectation and curiosity as to how the animation would be
integrated into the performance. 

“The animation by Betsy exceeded my expectations. Animation is an area I have very little experience with so the
growing relationship the department had with her as an artist was great. The amount of work she produced was
fantastic and the way it worked with the movement rather than detracted went above everything I had expected.” 
- Connect Team Member

It is noted in the subsequent section on the artistic team13 that the commissioning of appropriate multidisciplinary artists
by the Creative Producer plays a significant part in both the quality of the process for participants and success of the final
performance for the audience.
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External Recognition
The Sum of Parts production received a number of reviews in National publications and mentions in Blogs14. The overall
response was very positive. However it is worth reflecting on the key points picked out for comment. The Review in the
Spectator entitled ‘shock and awe’ was concerned with Jasmin Vardimon’s ‘Yesterday’ and Sum of Parts. ‘Yesterday’
was praised for the avant-garde nature of the work, ‘confirming that Sadler’s Wells is the undisputable and unequalled
venue for cutting edge dance at both national and international levels’.

Sum of Parts was then treated in the review to the same analysis and rigor given to the professional piece. It ‘confirmed
the significant role that the same theatre plays within the local community’. It proposed that Sum of Parts gave ‘new
meaning’ to the term integrated performance and referenced the role of the scenographic animation, suggesting that this
was a ‘combination’: a more sophisticated notion than integration. It went on to say that the ‘enthusiasm of the
performers … was something many of the profession ought to revisit’, while recognising the ‘community’ element of Sum
of Parts gave value to the ‘art’ of the work. The Daily Express review also dealt substantially with the artistic content as
much as the community aspect. 

More specialist reviews such the one in London Dance15 were extensive, going into detail on the production process and
participants as well as featuring the performance.

All of these reviews in a formal way raise the profile of the Creative Learning Department, as well as positioning Sadler’s
Wells in the forefront of avant-garde and community dance.

In a more informal way the response on social media was extensive through a range of blogs and tweets. The Blogs set
up by the project as a diary provided a reflective space for participants to chart their progress providing an insight into the
creative process and personal development they went through. Also the blog of the writer Yemisi Blake16 gave a further
perspective on the process. The Stephen Einhorn Blog17 was of particular interest in as this normally deals with fashion
and jewellery but in this case gave a very positive first hand account of the performance, commenting on the emotional
power of the piece but also recognising the contribution of the Creative Learning Programme and the scenic and musical
input. 

However perhaps the most interesting blog on the performance came from the Children’s Commissioner for England,
Maggie Atkinson18, having praised the performance as compelling new work went on to say:

‘It was absolutely brilliant - a true reflection of Article 31 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the
Child, where children have a right to take part in culture, arts, play and leisure, as part of their childhood and as
young citizens.’

Tweets followed the whole process mainly from artists and participants as well as from the audience on the night. It is
interesting that the ticket sales followed an increasing curve towards the performance day19. In future marketing this
‘word of mouth’ medium may prove significant as an effective tool, not least because of the numbers in the production
creating an online and texting presence. The potential to build on the press and social media recognition for both
reputation and audiences is clearly there.

Box Office – Audience development
“The thing with this kind of approach is that when watching a more avant-garde, dance performance, people
might spend the first 25 minutes working out how to react to it, whereas this performance, with accessible
choreography and high production values people knew within the first few minutes how to react. It had instant
appeal without loosing quality…it was so done well.” 
- Audience member

Significant Box office figures: attendance was 91.4% capacity. First time attendees to Sadler’s Wells were 33.1%
therefore bringing in a significant number of new audience members. A substantial number of tickets were sold on the
Multibuy scheme suggesting that many of the audience were regular attendees and had added this production onto their
range of purchases. Other key high buying groups were: Students (7.15%), under sixteens (4.48%) and over 60s (5.6%).
Sales of tickets described a steady curve from the first date of sale (15/11/10), with 36.26% being sold three months in
advance. About six weeks before the night they started to sell in relatively fast with 12.32% sold in the week before the
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night. It is interesting to note that a large number of patrons who bought tickets for the Sum of Parts also bought tickets
for more avant-garde, main-stream performances at SW and may well have been attracted by the offer of seeing the
choreography of Associate Artists’ companies in this new context. 

“There was a large proportion of existing Sadler’s Wells audience members: I have a lot of faith in our audience. I
think they came out of trust that what they were going to see would be high quality and interesting. The fact that
our Associates were involved added to that.”

- Kingsley Jayasekera, Director of Communications and Digital Strategy

In the view of ICCE, with this level of sales there would be the potential to run for a second night, but with a house of this
capacity there would be risk and there would have to be further marketing activity. However the past record of SW in
building an audience for different types of work would suggest that a measured development could work.

“My view on a second night would be that we replicate this again - start with a single night, help a new audience
come in, focus really heavily on the review side of things, then you have a case for saying ‘look - this is growing
bigger, we have to grow with it.’” 
- Kingsley Jayasekera, Director of Communications and Digital Strategy

Impact for Sadler’s Wells
Sadler’s Wells’ mission statement include the following aims:

“bringing the very best dance to London audiences”
“producing, commissioning and presenting works of the highest standards, crossing the boundaries between
different art forms”

Methodology
The methodology presented below talks about the project’s key ‘ingredients’ rather than the particular theme or the
artistic team involved with this project. We felt it was useful to map the methodology in this way so that its application
could be considered more broadly. It could be considered a ‘reduction’ of the components employed in this project, and
may help to describe the approach taken. 

Components
Sadler’s Wells: The Organisation / Creative Learning Team / The Main Stage
Undoubtedly, the project has been successful due to the vision of those at a Directorial level to place professional artists,
at the top of their field, with community, and aspiring professional dancers to create a piece of work that would be of a
high enough standard to be included in the mainstream Sadler’s Wells programme, to be performed on the main stage at
Sadler’s Wells. This confidence in the quality of the work and understanding of the impact on audiences and participants
is key to the project’s success on a multitude of levels, as is the involvement of the Associate Artists. 

The end product should continue, as it has to date, to challenge notions of what a “professional” production is. It should
continue to challenge the genre of “Community Dance”, through avoiding “Community Dance clichés”; producing work
that is “professional”, creatively engaging, moving and as entertaining to regular dance audience members, as it is to
participant friends and family. It should valued as highly as any other new work, and the work need not been sidelined, or
moved to being an opening act for another production. 

Jane Hackett, Co-Director of Creative learning, has been able to ensure the creative process is challenging - for
participants and choreographers, but achievable. It is Jane’s strong experience in dance that allows her to navigate and
manage the inherent risks / stress-points that are present in this project, without stifling the creative process. She has
created a new role within the Creative Learning Team: that of Creative Producer, bringing in artists who are used to being
their own Artistic Director and inspiring them to trust her vision. 

This project could not have been delivered without creative production experience – in this case, Jane’s. Previous
productions on this scale had been delivered through out-sourcing production or through partnering with professional
performing arts companies. Sum of Parts utilised the skills of an in-house Creative Producer with professional production
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and artistic experience. This model of practice – combining the administrative and project management skills of the
Creative Learning Team with the strong production experience of a creative producer – is a key element in the success of
the project and represents a crucial shift in the practice of the Creative Learning Team. This way of working has been
proven throughout this project to be successful, and the subsequent model of practice could be rolled out to future
projects and potentially to other departments within Sadler’s Wells.

The Brief
The Creative Producer is conscious of not being formulaic in the development of the brief. A first step is to identify a range
of participants and a broad theme. The theme is one participants can somehow relate to, identify with and also reflect on
and perhaps use to transform their own life. What is clear is that the Creative Producer has a robust methodology and
understanding of both creative and learning processes. 

High Quality Artistic Team
Sadler’s Wells’ Associate Artists are recruited for the project. This is a way of commissioning and showcasing new work
from Associate Artists: it gives the companies’ emerging choreographers a chance to develop new approaches, working
with groups of people they perhaps haven’t worked with before. It also introduces participants and audiences to a range
of new dance styles. 

The methodology challenges and develops the practice of Associate Artists, encouraging them to create work that is a
part of a larger piece, rather than being fully in control of the whole work. The Creative Producer also identified
appropriate multi-discipline artists to enrich the process of content creation, for example, a visual artist / writer. This again
provides a great opportunity for those artists to be associated with Sadler’s Wells, have an appropriately funded project
and a challenging brief, as well as introducing audiences to interdisciplinary performance.

In-house production, management and direction
This project is managed and produced in-house by the Creative Learning Team. This is important for the following
reasons:

• The team is able to utilise an adaptive approach to managing the artistic process, backed up by the production
knowledge and skills of the Creative Producer. They can swiftly make decisions and adjustments according to
participant / choreographer needs;

• Consistent, regular communication throughout project, both within the Team, but also to key departments within
Sadler’s Wells. Good lines of communication are aided by the regular team meetings, which happen as part of the
Team’s regular schedule. It is also vital to establish lines of communication with the artistic team to ensure problems
with recruitment or scheduling are swiftly resolved;

• Roles within the team have the capacity to evolve as the project grows and becomes more demanding. The Creative
Learning team represents a diverse skillset including creative production, project management and stage
management. They also represent a wealth of production experience which underpins the project with a confident
approach - a knowledge of what works / doesn’t work;

• Learning from each project is retained and documented. It can be applied to subsequent projects. The learning and
process from projects that are managed through a third party can be lost;

• The use of Sadler’s Wells’ technicians inspires the artists and develops their trust in the work;

• The participants value the opportunity to work with professional technicians and to fully understand the level of work
that is needed to mount a production. This translates into an increase in confidence and feeling respected and
appreciated. 
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The Process:

The methodology employed came with a number of unknowns:

There was a level of risk involved in bringing together a number of Associate Artists - each with their own approach and
artistic ‘voice’, to work with such great numbers and diversity of participants. Would the final work be coherent? 

Jane’s experience meant that she was able to commission and brief the artists appropriately to minimise this risk. 

As the responsibility for production and management lay with Sadler’s Wells’ Creative Learning Team, the Associate Artist
Companies / Choreographers had to relinquish some control over the final production - which meant putting a great deal
of trust in the process without having previous projects to prove the particular methodology worked. 

The risk is now minimised and both systems based and process-based trust will exist for future projects. 

As the project involved six sub-groups - each led by a particular Associate Artist, it was hard to gauge what the final
production would be like and how it would come together.

This risk will remain, but the vision of the Connect Team will minimise this risk.

Dancers represented a wide range of skills, experience, physical ability and age giving choreographers a unique
challenge in retaining the professional standard expected of the production whilst being inclusive and sensitive to
dancers’ differing abilities without reducing the expectation of artistic standards;

Choreographers represented a range of experience in working within community dance. For example, some companies
were more focused on only working with professional dancers rather than community orientated, and some had focused
on particular social groups, e.g. young males. 

This risk is one that needs to be incorporated in future productions; this diversity of experience and approach
strengthened the whole.

Whilst these ‘unknown’ factors bring with them elements of risk, they also mean the creative process remains interesting
and fresh for those involved. Not knowing exactly what the outcome would be until the groups came together on the
dress rehearsal / tech days was sometimes frustrating for participants and the artistic team, but it yielded far more
interesting and genre defying results than if the creative production had been tightly scripted and coordinated from the
beginning of the project. The process also encouraged all participants to learn to trust and respect. The creation process
does have a random element, but this is exciting - and possibly, unprecedented within the genre.
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Outcomes for Sadler’s Wells:
The key outcomes the project has had for Sadler’s Wells:

• Mainstream press recognition of the work of the Creative Learning Programme (see appendix 3 - press cuttings);

• Raised the profile of the Creative Learning Programme: internally (greater awareness / buzz around the work of the
team) and externally (wider interest in the methodology employed in the production of such a project);

• Beneficial to the ‘brand’ of Sadler’s Wells: the successful creation of a piece of work that is genre defying / the
confidence to show a piece of community dance as part of the main programme on the main stage. The development
of a model of practice that can be disseminated and used by other organisations;

• The development of an in-house model of practice that can be applied to future projects;

• Develop new audiences for contemporary dance through the participants, their friends and family and wider network;

• Nurture and support a new generation of dance professionals, providing professional development at a stage where
ordinarily they may not have gained experience in the ‘real world’. This is beneficial to Sadler’s Wells as a mechanism for
developing and identifying new talent;

• Identifying and working with new artistic talent for cross-disciplinary collaborations / productions. For example, working
with emerging artists and writers to produce new, artistically challenging work;

• Further developing relationships with Associate Artists through providing a vehicle for them to develop new ways of
working, develop the skills and practice of their choreographers and giving them a stage to present their work.
Supporting them to think about the role of education work within their own companies. Also, helping the Creative
Learning Team to understand the level of support required by Associate Artists in being part of such a project;

• Reinforce and develop the skills of the Creative Learning Team - refine and challenge their working practice.

Participant Profile
Intended Beneficiaries:
In defining whom the target beneficiaries for this project, and assessing whether or not the project did indeed manage to
recruit participants from these groups, it is useful to consider the outline aims of the project.

The project sought to engage Londoners with a way to explore their sense of personal identify and sense of community -
what it means to be a Londoner. Through exploring this theme with the participants it was hoped that the project would
impact on societal wellbeing. Whilst the Creative Learning Team do not consider themselves to be agents of social
change, they are able to create project briefs that react to the needs of the communities and groups they frequently work
with. This includes people from London, communities in and around Sadler’s Wells (Islington / N1), and the dance
community - in particular, vocational dance students / aspiring dance professionals.

This extract from the project description provided by Jane Hackett, states the following relating to intended
beneficiaries: 

Working with over 200 performers, this is a six month dance performance project bringing together diverse
participants, from primary school children to community groups and individuals, to explore what it means to be a
Londoner and questions of identity and belonging; a pertinent question for all, particularly for some of the groups
Connect interacts with: young people, elders, refugees and the unemployed, many of whom find themselves
marginalised from society, questioning their role and who they want to be. The project focuses on Islington groups,
schools and residents but also includes some pan-London groups.
- Extract from Short Project Description, January 2011, Jane Hackett, Creative Producer

• So, in brief, the intended participant profile was as follows: 

• Londoners aged from 9 - 90 - participants should be representative of the population of London;

• Local community groups based in Islington, but from also across London.
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Numbers:
The project participants numbered 135, however, overall participants actually numbered 200 including the Creative Team
and third tier management. One of the key successes of the Sum of Parts project was that although there was a high
volume of participants, individuals clearly still had a rich experience20. The model of practice employed enabled individual
participants to benefit and delivered a high quality performance piece.

Diversity:
It could be argued that this project had lower ethnic diversity than some other Connect projects21, however, when
comparing ethnic split with that of the 2007 ONS Estimate22, the breakdown is actually very representative of the real
London population. One of the positive outcomes most frequently cited by participants was the experience of working
with people from different age groups. 

The chart Sum of Parts Age Breakdown23, illustrates the diverse range of ages involved in the project.

“Projects for young dancers are by now fairly commonplace, and projects for older dancers increasingly so; I was
quite heartened therefore to see the company led by New Adventures dancer, Rachel Lancaster, made up of
adults aged somewhere between 21 and 60.”
- Extract from a review on Londondance.com - Lise Smith24

The above quote encapsulates that the project is not trying to reach a particular group or groups, other than representing
the general population of London.

Geography:
The Sum of Parts participants were broadly representative of London life - they were largely from London, with a few
traveling from further afield. All the groups recruited to the project were London-based, with the majority based in
Islington. Community participants were also recruited from the Islington area.

Experience / Ability:
Whilst this isn’t something that would normally be monitored, it is perhaps important when talking about the participant
profile of this project, to mention the diversity of experience involved within the project. The project aimed explicitly to
place non-professional dancers with professional dancers and choreographers. However, the non-professional
participants included those aspiring to be professional - vocational students from a range of dance schools and hip-hop
dancers from ZooYouth. The range of knowledge, skills and training of these participants made for a greater learning
experience, for these aspiring dance practitioners and also for the other participants with less dance experience. Sharing
and learning from each other, and the creation of new professional networks were among some of the positive outcomes
for participants25.

In terms of physical ability, the age range itself meant dancers represented a diversity of physical abilities. A number of
disabled dancers were also included amongst the participants.
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Appendix 1: Monitoring Data 
The profile of participant by gender, age and ethnicity are presented below:Table 1: 

Table 1

Table 2
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Table 3

Table 4
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Table 5

A note on participant retention:

Some participants who were initially recruited had to leave the project. However, in the most partthey were replaced.
Reasons given for drop-outs were: 

• Lack of understanding as to what was involved at the start of the project and the level of commitment required;

• There was an awareness of the importance of briefing Associate Artists andParticipants, and overall briefing was a
strong point, with 95% of theparticipants stating that they were happy with the briefing at the start of theproject; 

• Conflicts with exams (vocational students); 
• Ill health / injury (Company of Elders); 

• The above two issues were unavoidable, and normal. 
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Appendix 2: Data Charts - 5 Ways to Wellbeing 
Table 6: 

Table 7 
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Table 8

Table 9
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Table 10
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Appendix 3: Press Cuttings and External Blogs 
Daily Express, Friday June 3 2011 
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The Spectator, 18 June 2011
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Sum of Parts at Sadler’s Wells Theatre, Steven Einhorn Blog 
Posted on June 2, 2011 by Estella 
Last night CJ Einhorn (celebrity jeweller) and myself were asked to see ‘Sum of Parts’ a one off community project puton
by Sadler’s Wells Theatre. May I say we were amazed? It was one of the most powerful and moving performances we
have seen for quite a long time. We have been moved, surprised or entertained by several performances lately (Asa at
theBarbican) but none as much as this. 

It was a series of community dance projects by young people, elder people, people with learning difficulties, people
withphysical disabilities, all choreographed by different choreographers into one cohesive show. The creative producer
JaneHackett had produced a truly inspirational show. There was animation throughout the show by Betsy Dadd, and
Nitin Sawney donated his music. 

Sadler’s Wells sponsored the project and all the staging and lighting by them was really imaginative, quite stunningreally.
At no point during the performance did we, the audience feel that we needed to make ‘allowances’ for what we were
seeing, it was professional to the core. Some of the people taking part had never danced before and I believe the castage
was from about 6 years to 90. 

Other art forms are more heavily subsidised and have people that can afford to pay upwards of £150 a seat. For my
money this is much more worthwhile… it enriches those who take part, and it enriches those who watch, what more can
you ask from entertainment? I will get Lord Einhorn’s tights out of the cupboard…
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Sum of Parts, Sadler’s Wells: londondance.com - Lise Smith 
Performance: 31 May 2011 

“The whole is greater than the sum of its parts,” goes the old adage about a group working together being able to
outperform any of its individual members. The main stage on Rosebery Avenue was blessed with some great parts
yesterday evening: six companies of talented nonprofessional dancers; choreography by members of six of Sadler�s
associate companies (Hofesh Shechter Company, Jasmin Vardimon Dance Company, New Adventures, Russell
Maliphant Company, Wayne McGregor| Random Dance and Zoonation) ; a beautiful soundscore by Nithin
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Sawhney; and animation by artist Betsy Dadd -all brought together by Connect, the theatre’s creative learning
programme. Each element contained much to commend it: inventive choreography and committed performances by
dancers young and old, but the most powerful moments undoubtedly came from groups working together to surpass
difference. 

The six companies formed for the project ranged in age from under-10s to over-70s, and included primary school pupils,
young people in vocational training, ZooNation�s youth dance company ZooYouth, students on prevocational CAT
(Centre for Advanced Training) schemes, young people from London based youth clubs, an adult community group, and
the celebrated Company of Elders based at Sadler�s Wells. Each of the groups worked with a choreographer to create
two new pieces of dance, woven seamlessly together by Dadd�s animations. 

Anyone expecting mediocre performances or mundane creative work will have been surprised by the scale of Sum of
Parts� ambitions. Jasmin Vardimon company dancer Mafalda Deville put her group of vocational students from
London Contemporary Dance School, Central School of Ballet and London Studio Centre through their
technical paces with Bring It Home, a physically-demanding slice of sexual politics in the vigorous Vardimon house
style. Boys hurl their female partners through the space; the girls respond with exuberant hair-shaking and heavy plunges
to the floor. The company finishes in earthbound unison, dropping onto bent knees and panting audibly as one. Physical
and visceral, this is a great piece for the young dancers to get their teeth into. 

There�s more hair-swishing in Daniel Proietto�s piece for the CAT students from Trinity Laban and The Place.
Shadowlands has a North African feel, with fluid hip-circles and serpentine backbends. The group returns with EkJaan,
a simple but effective composition in which the dancers appear to blow over the stage, rolling and sliding across the floor.
Young dancers from the youth clubs at Islington Arts Factory and Salmon Youth Centre (who worked with Wayne
McGregor| Random Dance�s Jasmine Wilson and Antoine Vereecken) perform an energetic routine, the dancers
racing in circles backed by an animation of a ferris wheel. The short piece is studded with appealing moments of
partnerwork, rotating lifts and weight-sharing. 

Hofesh Shechter�s contribution (led by company dancers Phil Hulford and Hannah Shepherd) brings together
fourteen older dancers from the Company of Elders with a group from Hugh Myddelton Primary School, Islington.
Distant Dreams finds the intergenerational group enthusiastically air-drumming to Sawhney�s lively music; the youthful
energy of the children makes a lovely complement to the gentle presence of the older dancers. A second piece,
CharuKeshi Rain has the Company of Elders performing alone, a gestural piece with lots of swaying arms to a sparkling
sitar composition. 

ZooYouth, featuring members of integrated youth company Cando2, give a very strong pair of performances created by
ZooNation dancer Carrie-Anne Ingrouille. The company are clearly most at home with their Hip-hop style, which is
performed with polished synchronicity. The style suits the group�s choice of subject-matter, too: urban scenes, gas
holders and tower blocks, are projected on the screen behind them as they flip, swipe and scissor through the material.
Second piece Transmission takes a humorous look at street characters – blinged-up shopping queens, rudeboys and
petty thieves are brought together in playful competition. 

Projects for young dancers are by now fairly commonplace, and projects for older dancers increasingly so; I was quite
heartened therefore to see the company led by New Adventures dancer Rachel Lancaster made up of adults aged
somewhere between 21 and 60. 

October Daze has the performers moving in grid formation, all wearing thick-framed glasses and dressed like escapees
from an office-based 1970s sitcom. Firmament is more lyrical, the company waltzing in pairs around a table set for a
tea-party. There�s a lovely soft quality to the lifts and balances, and the piece has a pleasingly natural, unforced feel. 
The evening is bookended by a pair of compositions that bring the whole company together. A curtain-raiser set to music
by Antoni Donchev finds the dancers mimicking a stag seen on the animations behind them, bunking down on pillows
and tangoing offstage; the finale uses snippets of each company�s material in new combinations. When the entire cast of
150 dancers assembles on the stage for the final bow, it�s really rather moving to see them all there en masse: young and
old, those with and without disabilities, dance students and happy amateurs. The parts are great, but the sum is even
better. 
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Commercialisation, inter-generational projects and Takeover Day 
Maggie Atkinson, Children’s Commissioner for England 
Celebrating inter-generational dance project 

Last week I attended an inspiring evening at Sadler’s Wells Theatre to watch a performance by a range of dancers from
school, youth and community groups across London. 

They and we in the audience were celebrating a project called ‘Sum of Parts’. This compelling new work showcases the
extraordinary talent of performers from primary school age to the Sadler’s Wells ‘Company of Elders’, including dancers
with a range of disabilities. This diverse group worked with choreographers and music by Nitin Sawhney to reflect a range
of themes on modern London living. 

The audience was completely swept away by the power, beauty, challenge and aspiration of this work. It was absolutely
brilliant - a true reflection of Article 31 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, where children have a
right to take part in culture, arts, play and leisure, as part of their childhood and as young citizens. 

Sum of Parts @ Sadler’s Wells - May 31st , Yemisi Blake 
Tuesday, March 8, 2011 at 17:13 

Betsy Dadd - Controlling dancers with the stroke of a pen 

Since January of this year, I’ve been working on a really exciting participation project with Sadler’s Wells. The project is
called Sum of Parts. It sees five of internationally renowned each work with a community group to create a brand new
performances. And it’s community group in the widest sense, including Sadler’s Wells Company of Elders, local primary
school children and dancers from some of London’s best vocational dance schools. The dance companies are
Zoonation, Russell Maliphant, Jasmine Vardimon, Hofesh Shechter, Wayne McGregor Random Dance. Each group will
be working with a track from Nitin’s Sawhney’s London Undersound Album. 

Myself and the illustrator Betsy Dadd have been collaborating with the dance companies to run the introductory
workshops for each group. In a super creative session we use creative writing, drawing and movement exercises to spark
ideas that will be developed into the pieces of dance. 
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It’s turning out to be such a fun project. The picture above is of an exercises where Betsy controlled the dancers with the
stroke of her pen. I’ll be blogging a little more about the project over the next few weeks. Until then, you should definitely
save the date for what will be a fantastic performance on the Sadler’s Wells Main Stage. 

Appendix 4: Box Office Data 
Table 11: 

Table 12: 

Table 13: 
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Comparative Data: Similar Production 
Table 14: 

Table 15: 
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Connect at Sadler’s Wells has a reputation for its
innovative and ambitious creative learning

programme; uniting professional artists, aspiring
choreographers and dancers of all ages, abilities

and backgrounds to participate in dance which
inspires and excites. 

Sadler’s Wells has made an ongoing
commitment throughout its learning programme

to producing participatory work of the highest
quality on the Main Stage. 2012 will see this

continue with ‘Compass’, a production that will
show us that although we live in one city, within

that city can be many worlds, and as many
routes to ‘home’ as we choose. 

Connect at Sadler’s Wells
Rosebery Avenue

London EC1R 4TN

Tel: 020 7863 8198
Connect@sadlerswells.com

www.sadlerswells.com 
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